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Carme Ruscalleda’s culinary creations lie halfway
between tradition and avant-garde. Her gastronomic
discourse is expressed through constant dialogue
with traditional recipes, which she reinterprets with
boundless imagination and scrupulous respect for
the ingredients. This allows her to keep their flavours
sharp, ensuring their individual identity is not lost in
the mix: it is the essence of Ruscalleda’s signature
style, the thing that distinguishes her from all others.
In the summer of 1988, Carme Ruscalleda and Toni
Balam opened their restaurant, Sant Pau, in Sant Pol
de Mar. In their 30 years there, they offered diners
a selection of Catalan and universal cuisine inspired
by recipes and ingredients from right outside their
back door: El Maresme. When the Tokyo Sant Pau
opened in 2004, Ruscalleda’s discourse started to
incorporate ingredients, methods and concepts
from other cultures, especially from Japan. In 2009,
she opened the Moments restaurant in Barcelona,
headed by Raül Balam, who adds an ironic and
provocative touch to his mother’s cuisine. In autumn
2018, the Sant Pau in Sant Pol de Mar closed its
doors to the public. Carme Ruscalleda continues to
work at Cuina Estudi, a laboratory of ideas through
which she expresses her commitment to society
and to healthy, fun and transparent cuisine that is
always in tune with its surroundings.
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Family, shop, restaurant
Carme Ruscalleda was born at Can Puig, a farmhouse on Carrer Nou in Sant
Pol de Mar, in the region of El Maresme. Her family owned some farmland and
a vineyard, as well as a yard where they raised chickens and rabbits. When she
was very young, Ruscalleda developed a keen interest in cooking and by the
age of 12 or 13 she was preparing the evening meal for the entire family. As
she got older, her artistic inclinations led her to pursue a career in drawing, but
studying Fine Arts at university was not a luxury the family could afford. In 1968,
her father opened a small supermarket that included a butcher’s department.
As she trained to become a pork butcher, Carme discovered that this meat
allowed her to develop her creativity by inventing new types of traditional
Catalan botifarra sausages, featuring two colours, cheese, and different types
of meats and spices. In 1975, she married Toni Balam, who had grown up on
the same street in a family of fishermen, and together the two transformed her
parents’ shop into a delicatessen that became popular throughout the region.
In addition to meat, it also had a fruit and vegetable section, more than fifty
types of cheese, and a range of take-away meals that included croquettes,
cannelloni, roast chicken, cod with samfaina (pepper, aubergine, tomato and
onion stew), and fricandeau. One day Carme and Toni decided to open a small
dining room above the shop. But no sooner had they started the refurbishment
work (1987) when the opportunity arose to buy Hostal Sant Pau, an inn in
a tower built in 1881, complete with a garden overlooking the sea on the
other side of the street. Carme and Toni felt that the shop had reached its full
potential, so, in the summer of 1988, Sant Pau opened its doors to the public.

< INDEX
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1993

1988
From a shop

Both Toni and I wanted to
make my parents’ shop
into one with a dining
room, so we opened up a
new space upstairs. But
chance led us to take a
more interesting path in
1987, when we bought
Hostal Sant Pau, an inn on
the other side of the street
from us.
In the summer of 1988 we
opened our restaurant,
Sant Pau: on opening
night I was so nervous I
couldn’t even speak. Raül
was twelve years old and
Mercè was six: we were
lucky we could rely on their
grandparents and the ‘Manuelas’, their two nannies!

< INDEX

1989
Stormy
shores

It was a hard winter.
We were often empty
on weekdays, not one
customer.
The reason was obvious:
when your restaurant is in
a tower built in 1881 with
a romantic garden
overlooking the sea,
customers want fish,
and our professional
background was in meat.

1990

1991 1992

Commitment
to local
culture

Sant Pau
makes waves

We were encouraged to
see repeat customers who,
despite telling us how
difficult it was to park in
Sant Pol, came back to try
new dishes like our Sant
Pol cod.
Spring. I still have the
Sunday supplement
from the newspaper La
Vanguardia with the first
article on Sant Pau, by
Carme Casas.

We were awarded our first
Michelin star.
The three dishes
recommended by the
guide:
Monkfish and prawn
suquet
Fricandeau of veal with
fairy ring mushrooms
Banana au gratin with
Sant Pol strawberries
We became twice as busy!
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Setting sail

The Barcelona Olympic
Games. We were so
busy that we could only
experience them in the
press and on television.
We were chosen to cook
for the Catalonia pavilion
at the Seville Expo. We
were thrilled, as it was the
first time we had cooked
anywhere else. But in
Seville I couldn’t find any
parsley or chives!

A motorway,
a vineyard,
good friends
and a car
park

Toni and I had a small
vineyard that was in
the path of the future
motorway.
We wanted to use
the money from the
compulsory purchase in
order to buy
the house next door to
Sant Pau and build a car
park. Alfonsito Ferrer and
Isabel Domènech lent us
the money and told us we
didn’t have to pay it back
until we got the motorway
money. We have always
been grateful to them.

1994
A sundial
in the shade
and the
wrong way
round

We continued to make
improvements to the
restaurant, following the
advice of Xavier Olivé and
Ramón Ramis. The dance
floor in the garden was
transformed into a sundial
in homage to the famous
question Sant Pol, quina
hora és? (Sant Pol, what
time is it?).
Legend has it that the
mocking question came
about due to the town’s
sundial being placed in
the shade, and so we had
ours built that way too,
and the wrong way round,
reversing the sketch made
on baking paper by the
ceramist Mercè Vila!

< INDEX

1996
1995
Chef of the
Year award

I was so happy to go to
Madrid to receive the Chef
of the Year award from the
Lo Mejor de la
Gastronomía guide by
Rafael García Santos (first
edition). And I was told
that the Michelin Guide
would be giving Sant Pau
two stars in its forthcoming
1996 edition.

1997
National
Gastronomy
Award
(Spain)

Two Michelin
stars

Despite our second
Michelin star, whenever
there was an important
football match, our worst
fear was once again
realised: no customers.
At the end of the year
we received some great
professional news: Sant
Pau had been chosen
to receive the Spanish
National Gastronomy
Award.

Raül started working in
the kitchen at Sant Pau.
Like me, he never went to
culinary school, but he has
talent and good taste.
We love peas from El
Maresme: with conger
eels, cook for two minutes
with the lid on, three more
with the lid off, and then
leave to stand for another
two and they’re ready!
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1998
Honoured
to open
my town’s
festival!

We provided the attending
public with a thousand
stuffed pears roasted in
the traditional manner with
lemon and cinnamon, a
medieval dish that is both
sweet and savoury.

1999
Sunny skies

The year started with
the restaurant being
awarded three suns by
Guía Campsa and ended
with my inclusion in a
book about chefs by Pau
Arenós called Els genis
del foc [The Fire Geniuses]
(Empúries). And thanks to
my farmer father and his
knowledge of earthworks
we made a major decision:
we gutted the entire
ground floor of the house
next door to make the
kitchen bigger.

2001
2000
New kitchen!

After more than eight
months of work it was
finally ready! A dream
kitchen, with a 16-metre
glass façade facing the
garden.
Who is the prawn queen?
To find out you have to
read the book by Jaume
Coll, Carme Ruscalleda,
del plat a la vida [Carme
Ruscalleda, from Dish to
Life] (Quaderns de MontFerrant, RBA/La Magrana).
We were admitted to
Relais & Châteaux.

< INDEX

Catalan
sardana
dancing and
more

On Saint Christopher’s
Day, a musical group
called Cobla Farnesenca
performed a sardana
composed for me by the
maestro Pere Vilà in the
garden of the restaurant.
At the Vic Gastronomic
Forum, Raül and I shared
the billing with Robuchon,
Passard and Adrià.
My dear friend Carles
Santos presented my first
book, Cuinar per ser feliç
[Cooking to Be Happy]
(Columna), at La Boqueria
market. Tana Collados and
Toni Balam encouraged
me to write it.

2004

A banner
year for us

2002

2003

The La cuina
dels genis del
foc display
case

Descobrir
Cuina, here
and in Rome

Manuel Vázquez
Montalbán i el seu alter
ego, Pepe Carvalho,
cuiners tots dos i homes
entranyables, presenten
la vitrina del Sant Pau a
l’exposició La cuina dels
genis del foc del Palau
Robert.“Si no et canses,
te’n sortiràs”, em va dir fa
anys M. V. M., i encara em
dona corda.

We collaborated with the
magazine Descobrir Cuina.
Every month Sant Pau
explained four recipes
in great detail based on
seasonal products.
We went to Città del Gusto
in Rome, to promote
Catalan cuisine.
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The Japanese entrepreneur
Yuji Shimoyama offered
to open a replica of Sant
Pau in Tokyo. We quickly
and politely replied that it
was nothing more than pie
in the sky! But he came
back to us with a scale
model of our Sant Pau in
Sant Pol but in Tokyo, and
we embarked on a great
adventure together.
I received one of
Catalonia’s most
prestigious awards: the
Creu de Sant Jordi,
or St George’s Cross. And
I was also the recipient of
a charming award given
every year in Arenys de
Mar: the Golden Squid.

2005
Inside-out
cannelloni

I had the idea of turning
cannelloni inside out like a
sock. Visually, the dish
is the opposite of what
tradition dictates. It is only
once you have had a taste
that you recognise what
it is.
I think you can turn
cooking into a medium of
artistic expression if you
want, but you should never
forget that it is art that you
eat!

2006
Two phone
calls

The phone rang and it
was Jean-Luc Naret, the
Directeur Général of the
Michelin Guide: ‘Your
restaurant now has a
three-star rating. Celebrate
it today, because
tomorrow you won’t be
able to escape the media.
Congratulations!’
The phone rang again: I
had been given the 30th
Award of Honour from the
Lluís Carulla Foundation.

< INDEX

2009

2007

A new
challenge

A granddaughter and
two stars on
the other side
Els 20 anys
of the world
del Sant Pau

With the sponsorship of
the Mont-Ferrant cava
winery, we explained
in a book how we had
continued to grow year
after year: CR20. 20 Years
of the Sant Pau (MontFerrant). It was published
in Catalan, Spanish,
English and Japanese!
Our son Raül’s
professional commitment
encouraged us to
accept a proposal from
the Mandarin Oriental
hotel chain to open a
gastronomic restaurant in
Barcelona. Raül had been
working at Sant Pau for
13 years. He was highly
motivated and it was time
for him to strike out on his
own

2008

2007 started as well as
it ended. On 21 January,
Mar Rovira i Balam, the
daughter of Mercè and
Albert, was born. There
is no feeling like holding a
baby girl who is the daughter of your daughter in
your arms.
And in November, the Tokyo Sant Pau was awarded
two stars in the first edition
of the Japanese Michelin
Guide.

The Golden Microphone
Award, with Joaquín
Sabina and Joan Manuel
Serrat. They won for
their music, I won for my
cooking.
Volades Santpolenques
organized a concert to
celebrate Sant Pau’s 20th
anniversary.
Gold Medal of Merit in the
Fine Arts, Spanish Ministry
of Culture.
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2010 2011

Travel for
work… What Paul
a thrill!
Bocuse’s 85th
birthday
I like to travel and discover
other culinary cultures.
Each trip is an experience
for the senses and also a
learning process.
Cape Town, to receive
the International Women’s
Entrepreneurial Challenge
Award from Barcelona,
Manhattan and India
Chambers of Commerce.
Boston, to speak at a
science and cooking event
organised by the Alícia
Foundation at Harvard
University.

Trip to Lyon: the only five
female chefs with three
Michelin stars – Santini,
Pic, Féolde, Valazza and
myself – prepared a dinner
in honour of Paul Bocuse
for some very special
guests: all the world’s
three-star chefs.
I made a dish based
on local flavours: cod,
peppers and olives,
inspired by Mondrian’s
aesthetic style.

2017

Awards with
glamour

2016

2012 2013
A second
granddaughter and more
accolades

Local and
institutional
thrills

On the morning of a
‘joyous, cold and snowy’
Candlemas, Tina, my
younger granddaughter,
was born.
In spring, I received the
Silver Medal for Work Merit
in a ceremony with the
Minister for Employment
and Immigration.
At the gala to present the
Michelin Guide 2013, the
restaurant run by our son,
Raül Balam, was awarded
two Michelin stars.

The Sant Pol de Mar,
Tokyo and Barcelona
team of professionals is
a powerful and talented
human engine that follows
the philosophy of a brand
that we created without
even realising it.
The council of my home
town of Sant Pol de Mar
bestowed the title of
Favourite Daughter on me.
I received the Gold Medal
from the Parliament of
Catalonia.

< INDEX

2014 2015

From a study
to a menu

Time flies

It’s not just a catchy
phrase, time really does fly!
In 2014, a party in Tokyo
to celebrate ten years at
Coredo Nihonbashi.
And, in Barcelona, at
the Mandarin Oriental,
Barcelona, another big
party to celebrate the
fifth anniversary of the
hotel and the Moments
restaurant

Roser Torras invited
us once again to the
Gastronomika congress
in San Sebastián. We
presented a study on the
colour of foods without
colour additives. This led
us to create a new tasting
menu called Palette of
Natural and Gastronomic
Colours.
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Menus with
a title and a
script

The public’s warm
response to the colours
menu encouraged us to
serve it until we created
a new title: Danceable
Music. And then another:
Pictorial Styles.
Raül too, at Moments,
started to offer themed
menus related to seasonal
products. His first was
called The Trip.
I was made an Honorary
Member of the Cava Guild,
and the Japan-Spain
Business Circle gave us
the Keicho Award.

I was the subject of a Televisión Española documentary
called Symphony of Stars,
which won awards in New
York and Hamburg. I also
received awards from the
magazines Mujer Hoy and Elle
Gourmet, and from the Catalan
Academy of Gastronomy and
Nutrition. We start to run all
the gastronomy areas of the
Mandarin Oriental, Barcelona
hotel. New themed menus
at Sant Pau: Inspired by the
Universe and The World
of Spices. At Moments,
Inspired by the Seventh Art,
Ecosystems and Operas.

2018

30 years
of culinary
masterpieces in
Sant Pol
30 years after 1 July 1998, Toni
and I still enjoy working together
with our faithful team at our side.
We are so happy to have taken
this path and to have met so
many wonderful and helpful
people. Many, many, many
thanks to everyone!

< INDEX
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Sant Pau
Sant Pol de Mar

and in 1996 the second star came along. In 2000, Sant Pau got a new kitchen,
open to the garden, which became the restaurant’s trademark. In 2006, Carme
Ruscalleda became the first Spanish female chef to be awarded three Michelin
stars. The growth of a global team, made up of professionals from the South
American, European and Oriental culinary cultures, opened Sant Pau’s cuisine
up to an impressive range of products, methods and concepts. On 27 October
2018, Sant Pau closed its doors after 30 years of service, but it is still looking
ahead to the future.

In the late 1980s, a new restaurant placed the town of Sant Pol de Mar on
the country’s culinary map. The two people behind it are self-taught: Carme
Ruscalleda, in the kitchen, and Toni Balam, at the front of the house. In a
tower with a garden, overlooking the sea, Sant Pau places its focus squarely
on seasonal products and a free and original approach to traditional recipes.
In just three years (1991), it had won its first Michelin star and, thanks to its
unique style, carved out a name for itself among the period’s most celebrated
restaurants. It was at the height of the culinary revolution led by Ferran Adrià
at El Bulli, an effervescent time in Catalan kitchens. Further awards were won

< INDEX
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Sant Pau
Tokyo

The Tokyo Sant Pau opened in 2004 thanks to the tenacity of Yuji Shimoyama,
a Japanese gastronomic entrepreneur and a regular visitor to the restaurant in
Sant Pol de Mar. After unsuccessfully trying to convince Toni and Carme to open
a copy of Sant Pau in Tokyo, Shimoyama turned up one day in Sant Pol de Mar
with a model of a restaurant: a replica of Sant Pau, garden and all! Shortly after,
on a trip to Tokyo, Balam and Ruscalleda saw the city’s gastronomic potential
first-hand and realised that Catalan and Japanese cooking shared certain key
concepts: respect for seasonal products, care in ensuring that flavour is not lost

< INDEX

in the cooking process, and an interest in contrasting textures and tastes. In
fact, at the Tokyo Sant Pau, fresh Japanese products happily lend themselves
to Ruscalleda’s culinary expression. The restaurant is a genuine replica of Sant
Pau in Sant Pol de Mar with respect to both its external appearance and its
internal atmosphere. In 2007, three years after opening, the Tokyo Sant Pau
received two stars in the first edition of the Michelin Guide in Japan. In spring
2019, the restaurant will move from the Coredo-Nihonbashi area to The Kitano
Hotel Tokyo.
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Moments

Mandarin Oriental, Barcelona
Moments is a restaurant that features modern and creative Catalan cuisine
based on seasonal products from the nearby region of El Maresme, embracing
the culinary concepts adopted at the Sant Pau in Sant Pol de Mar and the
experience garnered at the Tokyo Sant Pau. Located in the heart of the city,
in a privileged space in the hotel Mandarin Oriental, Barcelona, Moments
opened in 2009 with Raül Balam as both head chef and the heart and soul
of the restaurant, under the management of Carme Ruscalleda. Just one
year later, in 2010, it won its first Michelin star and was awarded a second
in 2012. The cuisine on offer at Moments is natural, transparent, imaginative

< INDEX

and digestive, much like Carme Ruscalleda’s, and it has grown thanks to
constant interaction with the proposals submitted in Sant Pol de Mar and
Tokyo. The kitchen is in plain sight and from the dining room you can watch
the team in action in an atmosphere of order and harmony. Since 2016,
Moments has been offering mouth-watering culinary proposals organised
around themed menus, such as The Trip (2016), Inspired by the Seventh Art
(2017), Ecosystems (2017) and Opera (2018). The first menu in 2019 is Raül
Balam’s homage to the three restaurants that have had the most impact on
his cooking: Sant Pol-Tokyo-Barcelona.
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Putting a new spin on tradition
‘Traditional Catalan cooking is very sophisticated… and quite crazy’. Carme
Ruscalleda has always taken full advantage of the creativity inherent to the
recipes surrounding her. Her early development consisted in leaving the rustic
nature of traditional cooking behind in order to refine her own ideas for recipes.
The result? Age-old Catalan cuisine subjected to a complete overhaul, freed of
its fat, stylised and imbued with its own personality.
This process led Ruscalleda to rethink traditional dishes like bread soup, baked
fish, pickled fish and El Maresme-style fish stew. Then she perfected her first
landmark dishes: Cod with potatoes and cabbage (1990), Soupy rice with
prawns or sea cucumber (1992), Conger eel with peas (1996), Frozen spring
onion aperitif (2000), Hake with tomato bread (2003), all of which showcased
Ruscalleda’s capacity to put a fresh spin on Catalan cuisine from the inside
out. Other recipes were reinterpreted with an avant-garde approach aimed
at surprising the diner, such as Inside-out cannelloni (2005) or Sea cucumber
sardana (2016), featuring the trompe-l’œil effect. In all these dishes the chef
manages to transform the traditional ingredients and flavours while allowing
them to preserve their individual identities.
Reinventing her own dishes
Carme Ruscalleda has always subjected her own cooking to constant
reinterpretation, self-criticism and evolution. Certain ingredients, such as
pearly razorfish, squid and peas, and certain recipes, such as El Maresmestyle fish stew, have never been off the menu: with each season comes a new
version, as if they were drafts of a text under constant review. In fact, many of
Ruscalleda’s dishes have enjoyed a second life, a subsequent evolution that
has taken them far away from their original style: for example, on the themed
menu Inspired by the Universe (2017), the ink in Whirlpool Galaxy is based on
Cuttlefish with peas, presented with snow peas. And on the themed menu The
World of Spices (2017), there is a dish reminiscent of the Duck neck with green
peppers that Carme used to make back in the family shop at the beginning of
her career.

< INDEX
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Inspirational Ingredients
‘My work is determined by seasonal products’, says Carme Ruscalleda.
This means using products when they are at prime ripeness, respecting their
flavours and ensuring they are not lost in the cooking process. In the 1990s,
this extreme care taken with ingredients led Ruscalleda to rescue vegetables
from their lowly status as mere garnishes and upgrade them to a starring role
in the dish, gaining equal footing with products traditionally considered to be
more noble (meat, fish). It was a conceptual leap that opened her cooking up
to multiple possibilities. Ingredients like artichokes and peas from El Maresme
became as important as prawns and sea cucumbers. This meant that the
dishes served at Sant Pau truly reflected the restaurant’s surroundings: the sea
and farmland.
In this process, traditional ingredients are treated in new ways, with a fresh
slant. For example, strawberries are treated as if there were tomatoes, and
the fusion of these two ingredients leads to the creation of new tastes and
textures, like the ‘vellut’ (velvet). Hake is treated as though it were filet mignon.
Prawns are prepared in every possible way: raw, marinated, cooked, sliced or
using the juice from their heads.
With the opening of the Tokyo Sant Pau, Ruscalleda’s cuisine started to include
products from Japan, like jellyfish, yuzu (a citrus fruit), sakura (cherry blossom)
and daikon (a type of radish). Seasonal products from the traditional Catalan
cookbook were fused with those from the Far East to produce a perfect
synthesis of sensitivities. For example, romesco dashi takes the essential stock
of Japanese cuisine made with kombu and katsuobushi (tuna shavings) and
merges it with one of Catalonia’s oldest sauces, based on nuts, red pepper,
tomato and garlic, records of which date back to the medieval cookbook El
Llibre de Sent Soví [The Book of St Salvius] (1324).

< INDEX
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Pork, a personal favourite
‘Pork makes me happy’. We owe the emergence of the young Ruscalleda’s artistic creativity
and entrepreneurial flair to the pork butcher skills she learnt during her initial years at the
shop. Since then, pork has never really been absent from her menus, whether in the form of
black pudding used as flavouring for Sautéed broad beans and peas (1993), strategicallyplaced pork rinds in Contrasts salad (1991), or as a tapa on the micro-menu Memory from a
shop (2018). Sant Pau’s last menu, 30 Years of Culinary Masterpieces in Sant Pol, ends with
a fun dessert called Tribute to the chocolate pig (2018), prepared in an artisanal manner and
numbered like a collector’s item: a piggy bank of bonbons that the diner has to break open
with a hammer, as homage paid by the happy pork butcher to the product that allowed her
to find her true calling in life.

Contrasts salad (1991)

Black pudding and pork sausage with pistachios (2018)

< INDEX

Ham without ham (2004)
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Tribute to the chocolate pig (2018)

Sant pol-style fish
Fish stews are the very essence of El Maresme. These humble recipes, which came
about thanks to the ingenuity of a culture that does not to like to waste anything, were the
first that Ruscalleda breathed new life into. Cod with potatoes and cabbage (1990) is a
smooth, aromatic bouillon with a velvety texture, achieved by adding an extremely delicate
garlic mayonnaise. Conger eel with peas (1996) uses the same concept: a thin, light and
transparent stew, in which the sweetness of the peas complements the acidic taste of
the eel, which may be replaced with a greater weever. Sea toast (2007) is an on-board
dish inspired by one of Toni’s grandfather’s childhood memories. Coming from a family of
fishermen, as a boy he would wait on the shore every evening for his father’s return from the
day’s fishing, when he would be given bread dipped in the fish or seafood stock left over
from lunch on the boat, as if it were a sweet treat.

Cod (or octopus) with potatoes and cabbage in the Sant Pol style (1990)

< INDEX

Sea toast with prawn tails (or with scorpion fish)
(2007)
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Conger eel with peas (1996)

Rice dishes
Carme Ruscalleda has explained on more than one occasion how the word ‘rice’ has
the power to transport her to a festive setting, Sundays at home with family or friends,
or to the Catalan tradition of eating rice on Thursdays. The presence of rice in her
cooking is constant, particularly soupy rice with fish, prawns, sea cucumbers, lobster
or langoustines, and also with seasonal vegetables vying for the starring role in the dish.
Her rice presentations have been adapted to suit her themed menus (Sardana, 2016)
and have developed into fun proposals like the trompe-l’œil illusion of rice that is not rice
(Prawns with saffron, celery and El Maresme vegetables, 2018). Special mention should
be made of her Cuban-style rice (2001), reinterpreted in a surprising formulation in which
the creamy rice acts as a canvas for an egg yolk stuffed with a tomato sauté, next to the
banana and the egg whites, which appear to be edged with lace.
Prawns with saffron, celery and El Maresme vegetables (2018)

Sardana of sea cucumbers, mini green peppers, creamy rice (2016)

Cuban-style rice (2001)

< INDEX

Soupy rice with prawns or sea cucumbers (1992)
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Suquets
Like El Maresme-style fish stew, many recipes in the suquet family form part of Carme
Ruscalleda’s most intimate culinary identity. The traditional suquet recipe is based on
the simple concept of cooking potatoes and fish in a sauce, but it can be presented in a
multitude of variations. In Catalonia, there are three different concepts of suquet along its
300 kilometres of coastline. The one that Ruscalleda prepares, which is deeply rooted in the
traditions of her home town of Sant Pol, is very different to those made in L’Empordà and the
Costa de Ponent: no sautéed onion, producing a thinner, lighter sauce that is easy to digest,
and with romesquet (chopped almonds, hazelnuts, garlic, parsley and ñora peppers). Her
exploration of the limits of suquet as a concept also led Ruscalleda to adapt the type of
stew, or bullinada, popular in the north of Catalonia, creating a much more delicate version,
with a garlic reduction and a Japanese touch: frying the monkfish, steaming its liver with
sake, using crumbled purple potatoes, and making a broth of the monkfish’s head with
lemon verbena, as though it were an infusion.

Sea cucumber stew (romesquet) (1994)

Forked potato with cuttlefish strips (2011)

< INDEX

Sea cucumber and mashed potatoes with oil (1999)
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Tomato bread
The humble pa amb tomàquet (tomato rubbed onto a piece of bread and seasoned with
olive oil and salt) has been reinvented by Ruscalleda. In her Hake with tomato bread (2003),
she alludes to traditions through avant-garde expression. Fried hake with tomato bread
was traditionally one of the first nibbles given to babies in Sant Pol as they move on to
solid food. The dish plays on the memory of diners’ taste buds and takes them back to
their childhood, treating a well-known ingredient in a different way: the tomato bread is
transformed within the hake fillet to produce a texture almost akin to French toast. Bread
soaked in tomato had already formed part of another iconic Sant Pau dish, Tomato velvet
with breadcrumbs and prawns (2000), in which the powerful taste of the prawn mixes with
the sweet and sour taste of the tomato. The pearly razorfish is also combined with tomato
bread (2010), and prawns are used in an omelette with tomato bread (2009) to produce an
extraordinary domestic pairing.
Tomato velvet with breadcrumbs and prawns (2000)

Prawn omelette (also with Norway lobster) (2009)

Hake with tomato bread (2003)

< INDEX
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Pearly razorfish, tomato and green tomato bread (2010)

Pearly razorfish (fried fish)
The pearly razorfish, also known as the cleaver wrasse, is a colourful tropical fish that despite
appearing to be from the Far East is fished off the coasts of El Maresme, the Balearic
Islands and Almeria, in addition to African and Atlantic waters. Its scientific name is Xyrichtys
novacula, meaning a fish that cuts like a razor. Its front teeth are reminiscent of the curvature
of the beak of a parrot, which is why it is known locally as llorito, or ‘little parrot’. In the frying
technique employed by Ruscalleda, the scales of the fish dry up and stick to the flesh of
the fish like a crunchy Mohawk haircut: it is one of the tastiest parts of the pearly razorfish.
Carme Ruscalleda is a pioneer in the defence of this fish in haute cuisine. Pearly razorfish
have been a constant on the menu at Sant Pau since the 1990s, served with vegetables
like purslane or curried nuts, in a never-ending reinterpretation of a once humble dish made
elegant and incorporating Japanese flavours.

Heavenly bodies: pearly razorfish fillets, green curry and beetroot (2017)

< INDEX

‘Transparent’ whitebait (2001)
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Vegetables as the star (artichokes, peas)
Vegetables cultivated in the region of El Maresme (broad beans, green beans in their pods,
artichokes, white kidney beans, chards, spring onions, onions, tomatoes and squash
blossoms) are the heart of Carme Ruscalleda’s cooking. Each season, the chef’s priority is
to conserve them properly so they are as tasty as possible. This means using each vegetable
at its optimal time when (and only when) it is in season, measuring cooking times, improving
on traditional combinations with other products and creating new ones. This relationship
with her local farmland has led Ruscalleda to make the vegetables the stars of her dishes,
rescuing them from the role of mere extras. It is a step that has produced unforgettable
dishes like Artichokes with prawns or langoustines (1996) or Peas with greater weever
(2009). Treating peas as though they were caviar and transforming them into a delicate
welcoming green broth are further stages in this recognition of vegetables’ star potential.

Peas with greater weever (wrapped with bacon) and black pudding (2009)

< INDEX

Artichokes with prawns or langoustines (1996)
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Tomato – strawberry: synaesthesia
There are products that are begging to be treated in a new way, inviting a fresh spin.
Tomatoes and strawberries are two zero-kilometre products that helped Ruscalleda adopt
this approach in her cooking, applying a rhetorical device, synaesthesia, to the ingredients:
strawberries are treated as if they were tomatoes, and the fusion of these two products,
which have differing and complementary qualities, leads to the creation of new textures.
The result is one of Sant Pau’s iconic dishes, Tomato and strawberry velvet: a thick, shiny
and silky sauce that is similar to Andalusia’s salmorejo. Strawberries and tomatoes from El
Maresme, combined with Hong Kong spices, are the base of another fusion recipe with
multiple applications, Hong Kong-Maresme sauce, which was created for the opening of
Moments (2009). The synaesthesia effect is taken to the extreme with Strawberry bread
with anchovies and Alella DO wine (the Barcelona stop on the menu The Trip, 2016).

Strawberry bread with anchovies and Alella DO wine (2016)

Strawberry and tomato ketchup, peppered tuna (2008)

< INDEX

Langoustines over tomato and strawberry velvet (2018)
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Cannelloni, meatballs, croquettes
Ruscalleda reinterprets certain dishes from the traditional Catalan cookbook looking for
the element of surprise, such as Inside-out cannelloni (2005), in which the meat acts as a
wrap for the béchamel. It is as if the world were inside out, but when you taste it the taste
is ‘the right way round’. This effect had already been tested with Meatball surprise (1998), a
crunchy sphere made with pork or beef, from which a sauce soaks through. It is a case of
turning things on their head without losing their origins or identity. The cannelloni concept
has evolved to the transparent formulation of Seawater cannelloni with Norway lobster and
broad beans (2004) and Octopus 007 cannelloni on the menu Inspired by the Seventh Art
(2017). Another surprising metamorphosis is that of squid or gilthead seabream balls in
dashi, a delicate oriental flavour on the menu The Trip (Gilthead seabream, vegetables and
ponzu, 2016). Croquettes, which are by their very nature surprising, have been present in
Ruscalleda’s cuisine since her beginnings at the shop in dishes like Cod croquette with
jalapeño pepper touches (2018).

Meatball surprise (1998)

Transparent seawater cannelloni with Norway lobster and broad beans (2004)

Cod croquette with jalapeño pepper touches
(2018)

Inside-out cannelloni (2005)

Octopus 007 cannelloni (2017)

Gilthead seabream, dashi, vegetables and ponzu
(2016)

< INDEX
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Japanese influence
Raw or marinated fish and seafood, fully respected in the cooking process, have always
formed part of Carme Ruscalleda’s cooking. From the Prawn bomb and mushroom
marinade (1999) it was easy to move on to the presentation in the form of sushi of Tuna
tartare with wakame and mustard wrapped in lettuce (2017). With the opening of the Tokyo
Sant Pau in 2004, Ruscalleda’s relationship with Japanese culture took a giant leap forward.
The discovery of new products and concepts led to the creation of an extraordinary fusion
between the Mediterranean identity of the chef and Japanese sensitivity. Sakria (2013) is a
good example of this: an aperitif cocktail made with sake and cava, strawberries, mint, and
brown sugar. Her obsession with offering seasonal products that do not lose their flavour in
the cooking process is the key to understanding this creation. Ruscalleda’s relationship with
nature pervades all her dishes, and when she started to learn more about Japan’s culinary
tradition she was justifiably surprised to discover that ‘my cooking was Japanese and I
didn’t know it!’

Squid, green vegetables and black garlic sauce
(2012)

Tuna tartare with wakame and mustard wrapped in
lettuce (2017)

Prawn bomb and mushroom marinade (1999)

Sakria (2013)

< INDEX

Japanese-style cured dentex (2018)
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Desserts and petits fours
In her desserts, Carme Ruscalleda seeks to achieve lightness in terms of their fat and sugar
content and takes pains to integrate them into her tasting and themed menus. She also
reinterprets some of her own sweet dishes, always producing things of great beauty that
are dominated by the colour scale. An example is the evolution of the Love letter, figurative
sweets from 1995 in which a filo pastry envelope is opened and spread out over the dish
by a bitter cordon of chocolate with sweet hazelnuts and pralines, a foamy crema catalana,
a flood of small fresh fruit, a perfumed leaf of lemon verbena and a fine caramel crystal
with green hot pepper. In 2004, the letter was transformed into E-mail to Japan, with an
expressly anti-romantic aesthetic. The menu 30 Years of Culinary Masterpieces in Sant Pol
proposed a new Letter to the customer, more delicate than ever, with matcha tea, sakura
cherry blossom ice-cream, ginger and passion fruit.

The strawberry rose (2018)

< INDEX

Letter to the customer: matcha tea, ginger, passion
fruit (2018)
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‘The Solar System’ petits fours (2017)

Cheeses with contrasts
In 2000, Sant Pau started to offer the first selection of Five cheeses with contrasts. The idea
was born from simple economic necessity: the restaurant needed to use the cheeses that
were left on the trolley because customers had not ordered them (often due to ignorance
of the product) and that were going off or losing their refinement. The combination of each
cheese with an element capable of offering an interesting contrast of tastes for the eyes and
the palate became a monthly challenge: every month the proposal changed and it became
one of the restaurant’s classic dishes. From 2000 to 2010, at the Sant Pol Sant Pau, the
Tokyo Sant Pau and Moments, Ruscalleda offered five cheeses with five contrasts every
month (sixty different cheeses every year). As of 2010 the proposal changed to one cheese
and another product prepared in three different ways. Ruscalleda drew delicious menus
every month in the form of a bookmark, which the diner could take home with them. In
2015, the cheese dish became one of the dishes on the corresponding themed menu.

Five cheeses with contrasts (February 2002)

< INDEX

Five cheeses with contrasts (January 2002)
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Inspirations: themed menus
In the final years of Sant Pau (2015-2018), the tasting menu was replaced
with the themed menu, where an external conceptual stimulus established the
underlying theme running through the entire menu. The idea is based on Palette
of Natural and Gastronomic Colours, the result of a colour study presented
at the Gastronomika congress in San Sebastián (2015). Although applying a
theme established a new paradigm, it did not change the foundations upon
which Carme Ruscalleda’s cuisine is built, remaining loyal to the essence of
taste: to study the purity of colour, without artificial colour additives, is to study
the purity of flavour. In just a few years, the abstract discourse experience
intensified: moving from Palette of Natural and Gastronomic Colours to Dance
Styles and then Pictorial Styles (2016) and Inspired by the Universe (2017).
The World of Spices (2017) menu was once again organised around a single
culinary element. The final menu at Sant Pau was a 30-year culinary anthology
that looked to the future through the singular lens of Ruscalleda’s capacity for
reinvention: 30 Years of Culinary Masterpieces in Sant Pol (2018).
The themed menu concept is based on the creativity peculiar to Ruscalleda’s
distinctive cuisine: reinterpreting traditional recipes and taking inspiration from
seasonal products. Added to this style is the challenge of creating 14 dishes
without deviating from a script or leitmotif and constantly including nods to her
professional career.
Until autumn 2018, the Tokyo Sant Pau offered the same themed menu
that had been successfully tried and tested the previous season in Sant Pol.
However, for spring of this year a completely new menu has been created
expressly for Tokyo: Inspired by the Zodiac. Meanwhile, Moments will be
offering a review of Ruscalleda’s culinary journey with the menu Sant PolTokyo-Barcelona. Raül Balam has taken on the idea of the themed menu but
adding his own personal touch, adopting a younger, more urban approach to
rethinking recipes, concepts and contemporary artistic phenomena. The result
is cuisine with a cosmopolitan flair that will take diners by surprise without
relinquishing its Sant Pol roots.

< INDEX
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Aperitif micro-menu:
the origin of the themed menu
The monthly combination of the Five cheeses with contrasts planted the seed
for the Aperitif micro-menu, which soon became another emblematic fixture
of the restaurant. The tapa effect, an essential element in restaurants over the
last twenty-five years, became part of the tasting menu and made up the first
stage of the culinary discourse. Frozen spring onion (2002) was the first in a
sequence of five tastes to tantalize the palate with a promise of happiness. That
same year, the concept was also applied to desserts, with The Solar System
(2002). Like she did for the cheese selection, every month Ruscalleda drew a
colourful mini-menu, illustrated with a naïve touch, which the diners could take
home as a reminder of the micro-meal. The Aperitif micro-menu (2002) and the
themed desserts led to the concept of the themed menu.

4-part aperitif (2008)

Frozen spring onion (2002)

Memory from a shop (2018)

< INDEX
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Palette of Natural and Gastronomic Colours

This first themed menu was the result of a study on colour presented at the
Gastronomika congress in San Sebastián. The underlying concept is research into
the purity of colour, without colour additives, as well as into the purity of taste. The
use of blue in desserts with Asian pigeonwing flower foam and seawater sorbet
should be highlighted, as this is the most difficult colour to achieve naturally.

Sant Pau restaurant, 2015

Amber
Jellyfish, rice noodles, bacon,
peanuts, curry, turmeric

Fuchsia
Tender horse loin, beetroot,
feuille de brick

Violet
Anemone, leek, carrot, violet

Green
Cod, olives, pepper, parsley,
plankton

Orange
Prawns, romesco dashi, potato,
pumpkin

Black
Monkfish, black garlic, masked
vegetables

White
Beef shoulder, cottage cheese
dim sum

Maroon
Tou dels Til·lers Roi cheese,
HKM salsa, pistachio ice cream

Blue
Asian pigeonwing flower foam,
seawater sorbet

Beige
Toast dust, tea veil, pink endive,
rocket, orange

Gold
24k gold shavings, chocolate,
cream, whisky

Petit fours: the Dragon
Puff pastry, pumpkin confit and
pine nuts; chocolate biscuit;
mint and pink pepper feuille
de brick; spiced speculoos
biscuit; filo with liquorish and
sherbet; dark chocolate and
milk chocolate pearls; white
chocolate and crumbled wafers

< INDEX
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Danceable Music

It is a tasting menu composed of rhythmic, appetising and suggestive dishes, much
like Rosa Rivas expressed it in her book about Carme Ruscalleda, Felicitat [Happiness].
The menu is presented with a dance card in the style of those from the last century .
The dishes allude to the best-known dance styles based on playful associations with
seasonal products and culinary techniques from all around the world.

Sant Pau restaurant, 2016

Pop
Octopus, spring onion, pepper,
parsley, cherries

Cha cha cha
Shallot, mushroom, chardonnay

Sevillanes
Iberian ham, sherry and mint
croquette

La bamba
Tortita, hoja santa, pork jowl,
bixa, avocado

Salsa
Textures of tomato, strawberry,
passion fruit, tapioca, green
sauce

Twist
Langoustines, tiger’s milk, apple,
cucumber, chive, seawater

Sardana
Sea cucumbers, mini green
peppers, creamy rice

Rap
Monkfish, coconut, mint, basil,
aubergine, red curry

Country
Iberian pork feather loin, Catalan
sausage and chistorra sausage,
vegetables, ketchup, mustard,
maitake

Disco
Homemade tupi cheese, nuts

Merengue
Rhubarb, red fruits, kirsch, passion fruit

Nihon buyo
Sakura leaf ice cream,
umeboshi, crunchy biscuit

Rock & roll
Textures of Illanka 63%
chocolate, black pepper,
bourbon, banana

Petit fours: the Fire Beast
Puff pastry, pumpkin confit and
pine nuts;chocolate biscuit; spiced
biscuit; coconut and yuzu biscuit;
filo with liquorish and sherbet; dark
chocolate; white chocolate and
wafer

< INDEX
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Pictorial Styles

The theme of colour is expressed through a cultural filter: pictorial styles, which have
always awoken Ruscalleda’s artistic interest. The concept is based on an older dish,
Mondrian (2011), and becomes a cultural and culinary riddle that poses a question
for the diner in each serving. A symphony of edible pictorial colours, textures and
brushstrokes.

Sant Pau restaurant, 2016

Balearic figurative art
Tomatoes, sobrassada pâté,
bread, oil, parsley

Catalan abstract art
Onion, strawberry, piquillo
pepper, aubergine caviar, tupi
cheese

Belgian magic realism
Foie gras mi-cuit, apple, celery,
merengue

Dutch neoplasticism
Cod, olives and almonds, peppers

Dutch postimpressionism
Langoustine tails, fresh pasta,
saffron sauce

Jewish and russian
weightlessness
Borsch, yoghurt, black bread,
dill, duroc pork jowl

US abstract impressionism
Creamy soup, wild mushrooms,
lentils, jerusalem artichoke

Mexican magical realism
Prawn, green mole, leaves and
flowers

US pop art
Sea bass, banana chutney

Poetry of machines
Venison, turnip, carrot, sharoni,
cocoa

Empordà surrealism
Creamy blue cheese with fines
herbes, quince, almonds

Poku
Red fruits in different textures

Homegrown terrarist
Blancmange, chestnut,
hazelnut, seawater and thyme

Cubism, Horta de Sant Joan,
Paris
Collage of chocolates

Petit fours:
the Lion of Barcelona
Puff pastry, pumpkin jam and
pine nuts; filo with liquorish
and sherbet; coffee biscuit;

cardamom biscuit; dark
chocolate and cocoa nibs; white
chocolate with pink pepper;
milk chocolate, raspberries and
crunchy pearls; citrus feuille de
brick and chocolate shield

< INDEX
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Inspired by the Universe

The leitmotiv of this menu is the representation of the universe in culinary form.
The dishes are bold and visually stunning: in Red planet, the classic tomato and
strawberry velvet is transformed into an unprecedented earthy fog texture. A parade
of comets, galaxies and constellations invite the diner to be constantly amazed,
breaking spheres or peeking underneath layers. The petits fours are organised as
though they were a toy solar system.

Sant Pau restaurant, 2017

Galileu Galilei
Almadrote, jurvert sauce, cantuccini, anchovy

The red planet
Tomato and strawberry velvet

Halley’s comet
Cod, spicy picadillo

The blue planet
Langoustine, lemon pulp, fennel

Supernova
Octopus, chickpeas, plankton

Exoplanets
Eel, vegetables, dashi

The sun
Spicy feuille de brick, lobster,
samphire, string beans

Whirlpool galaxy
Cuttlefish, romesquet sauce,
snow peas, ink

Celestial bodies
Pearly razorfish, xiulet sausage,
lettuce hearts, asparagus

Constellation of Taurus
Stewed wagyu shoulder, 3 misos

Asteroid
Puigpedrós cheese, apple,
sponge

Eclipse
Grapefruit, coffee, tea

Krypton
Cucumber, ginger, lime

The Milky Way
Coconut milk, crème bruleé,
chocolate amande

Petits fours, the solar system
The Sun: banana, passionfruit,
cayenne pepper
Mercury: candy with aromas of
montserrat
Venus: citrus gummy sweet

The Earth: seawater bonbon,
crumbled wafer
Mars: morello cherry, white
chocolate
Jupiter: puff pastry and
pumpkin confit

Saturn: chocolate, praline,
juniper berries, blueberries,
ginger
Uranus: spiced chocolate truffle
Neptune: filo pastry, liquorice,
sherbet

< INDEX
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The World of Spices
Sant Pau restaurant, 2017

Since ancient times, all the world’s cultures have valued spices in their cooking. The World of Spices is a menu of
fourteen dishes based on the spices that Carme Ruscalleda and her team find to be the most seductive. Light,
digestive and imbued with the most delicate flavours, it contains new takes on iconic Sant Pau dishes (Saffron),
proposals to let fly your imagination (Coriander) and dishes dominated by the fusion of geographically distant
culinary philosophies and ingredients (Ñora pepper, White pepper).

Mustard
Tuna with tartar, wakame, vegetables and potato crisps

Gochutgaru
Vegetable kimchi, pear, jowl,
sprouts

Clove
Onion soup sauce, cheese bonbon, creamy air

Ginger
Marinated fried squid, vegetable
and pineapple tiger’s milk

Coriander seeds
Tapa of labneh, black bread
soup, aubergine, walnuts, pomegranate

Saffron
Prawn tails, coral sauce, celery

Ñora pepper
Wagyu beef from burgos,
spinach, vegetable stock,
romesco

White pepper
Brill with clams, raw artichokes,
wild mushrooms and vegetables

Juniper berries
Retinto beef à la royale, sweet
potato and turnip cream, cake
sand, gin

Shichimi togarashi
Goat’s cheese from El Maresme,
exclusively for sant pau,
vegetables, toasted fig dressing

Black lemon
Orange, lime, lemon

Pink pepper
Pear ice cream, wine and fruits
of the forest

Ras el hanout
Spiced sponge, pistachio ice
cream and cocoa nibs

Petits fours
Cardamom: mini meringue
Cinnamon: berry mini imitation
slice with hazelnut
Curry: mini bonbon

Sancho pepper: chocolate turron
cube
Kaffir: lime cloud
Massif: imitation bonbon
Pólvora de duque: financier
Star anis: imitation bonbon

< INDEX
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30 Years of Culinary Masterpieces in Sant Pol

The final Sant Pau menu is an anthology of dishes conceived as the synthesis of 30
years of cooking. Ruscalleda takes a look back and reviews her entire career to offer
an up-to-date selection that looks forward to the future. She takes many of her iconic
dishes and reinterprets them with a more mature sensitivity and more developed
techniques. The menu starts and ends with a tribute to pork, her favourite product,
which has accompanied Ruscalleda since her time as a pork butcher.

Sant Pau restaurant, 2018

Memory from a shop
Cod and hot green pepper
croquette, Ganxet beans
and black pudding and pork
sausage, tomato bread, savoury
cheese, olive and herb cake

El maresme
Roses and strawberries

< INDEX

Japanese-style cured dentex
Beetroot and vegetable
vinaigrette

Animal or plant
Anemone, basil and pistachio
ravioli

Taste of the land
Broad beans, xiulet sausage,
romesco, pork dewlap

Langoustines
Over tomato and strawberry
velvet

Japanese wagyu
On toasted coca bread,
aubergine, fines herbes labneh

Prawn
With saffron, celery and El
Maresme vegetables

Sea bass
Morels, curry, chutney

Childhood memory
Girona beef with scotch bonnet
mushrooms

Iced hojitcha tea
Seawater sorbet

Cottage cheese and honey
New concept

Missive to the customer
Matcha tea, ginger, passion fruit

Chocolate pig
Lemon and lime amber,
Jamaican pepper merengue,
Amarula macaron, raspberry
cloud, carrot and coconut
panellet, seawater bonbon
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The Trip

The first Moments themed menu, inspired by the idea of travelling. The dishes bear the names of cities where there
is a Mandarin Oriental hotel, and play with ingredients, techniques and flavours that you immediately associate
with them. Accordingly, Milan is a large raviolo of basking shark with saffron; Tokyo is balls of gilthead seabream
with vegetable dashi; Bodrum is lamb with pita bread; Barcelona is strawberry bread with anchovies. The colours
are as important as the flavours, displaying all the purity of the Balam-Ruscalleda stamp that we have come to
expect.

Moments restaurant, 2016

Barcelona
Strawberry bread with
anchovies and Alella DO wine

Paris
Foie gras, celery and green
apple

Milan
Giant clams, spicy pasta, saffron
and pesto

Bodrum
Roast lamb, pita bread, hummus
and yoghurt sauce

Bangkok
Thai curry sauce, Asian pigeonwings flower, monkfish and
coconut

Shangai
Duck, orange, crisp tapioca,
enoki

London
Stilton, pear, almonds

Las Vegas
Vodka, elder flower, vanilla and
cherry

< INDEX
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Tokyo
Gilthead seabream, dashi, vegetables and ponzu

Miami
Pineapple, mango, coconut,
guava and tamarind

New york
Ox burger and fries

Marrakech
Pistachios, chocolate and
spices

Inspired by the Seventh Art

Raül Balam’s passion for the cinema shines a light on this themed menu, a sequence
of dishes that allude to titles of films with ironic, tender or fun touches. For example,
in the representation of a gory scene in The Godfather, or in the shock of a toy Titanic
with a citric cream iceberg on a seabed of tiger’s milk and seafood.

Moments restaurant, 2017

Breakfast at Tiffany’s
Brioche with sobrassada pâté,
maó cheese and apple
ham broth

Women on the verge of a
nervous breakdown
Gazpacho, manchego cheese,
black and white garlic

The godfather
Tender horsemeat, aubergine,
basil, orange vinaigrette

Titanic
Seascape features, chantilly

007 in Octopussy
Cannelloni with rock octopus,
potato, paprika

The wizard of Oz
Striped red mullet, asparagus
and yellow ají sauce

The silence of the lambs
Baby lamb, borsch, brain and
katsuobushi

Finding nemo
Almonds, seawater and coral

< INDEX
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Like water for chocolate
Quails on rose petals

Pulp Fiction
$5 milkshake

Forrest Gump
Red mediterranean prawn

Charlie and the chocolate
factory
Chocolate, matcha tea
and olive oil

Ecosystems

The third scripted menu at Moments is a call to respect nature. Each dish represents
an ecosystem, ranging from deserts to swamps, from jungles to coral reefs. Marine
ecosystems are presented in a grading of light and dark, down to the depths of the
abyss. The desserts incorporate an edible protest, Greenhouse effect, with fruits
and vegetables cultivated in a greenhouse.

Moments restaurant, 2017

Marsh
Sole, strawberry, rosemary,
samphire

Rural
km 0 produce

Tundra
Marinated and smoked salmon

Reservoir
Duck, dashi, sprouts

Photic
Giant clam, mussel, seaweed
jurvert salsa

Desert
Lamb, curry, yoghurt

Aphotic bathyal
Red prawn, sea toast

Aphotic abyssal
Monkfish, black bean, aubergine

Steppe
Venison, polvorones, thyme

Meadow
Laguiole cheese, honey,
chestnut

Urban
Dorayaki, soy-wasabi cream,
hojicha tea

Greenhouse effect
Strawberry, mandarin, celery

Forest
Black forest 2.0

< INDEX
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Opera

‘Both the opera and cuisine need a stage. They are both ephemeral recreations,
which are transformed in each performance’. This text by Raül Balam accompanies
the diner in a recital of operatic titles represented through ingredients and techniques
that we associate with a particular element of each opera: Norma, based on aubergine,
basil and dashi; Carmen, with a feather of Iberian pork and olla gitana; The Marriage
of Figaro, with ajoblanco, sardines, ñora peppers and olives..

Moments restaurant, 2018

Liceu
Tomato velvet, cod,
carquinyolis, black garlic

The goose of Cairo
Goose, panko, pistachio

The marriage of Figaro
Ajoblanco, sardines, ñora
pepper, olive

Maria Callas
Prawns, lentils, dill, sauce
américaine

The three tenors
Modena, Madrid, Barcelona

Opera
Lobster, monkfish, cuttlefish,
hake, mussel

Carmen
Iberian pork feather loin, olla
gitana

Wagner
Montagnolo, beetroot, black
lemon, piquillo pepper

Madame Butterfly
Umeboshi, sudashi, sakura

Opera cake
Almond, coffee, chocolate

< INDEX
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Norma
Aubergine, basil, dashi

Sant Pol-Tokyo-Barcelona

Raül Balam’s pays homage to the culinary path started by Carme Ruscalleda 30
years ago in Sant Pol de Mar. A journey that starts with caring for the ingredients and
the creative reinterpretation of recipes evolves with the discovery of new ingredients
and traditions in Tokyo, and is sublimated with the technical innovation in place at
Moments.

Moments restaurant

Green pearls

Sant pol-style cod

Artichokes

Caviar

Inspired by the Zodiac

< INDEX

Aquarius
Mediterranean shellfish and fresh
herb soup

Bento cheese

The new themed menu at the Tokyo Sant Pau features the signs of the zodiac. Each
dish is based on a sign and aims to recreate it through taste, the choice of ingredients
and the aesthetics of drawing.

Sant Pau restaurant, Tokyo

Leo
Gold leaf, iberian ham, paprika

Rice

Libra
Sea urchins, pork jowl, apple,
cardamom

Pisces
Cod, cabbage, cauliflower,
vermouth
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Capricorn
Goat’s cheese, honey, chestnut,
herbs

Cancer
Grapefruit and coffee eclipse

Cooking and gender
Why so few top-ranking women chefs? Although everyday cooking has,
traditionally, been in their hands, haute cuisine, where the cook becomes auteur
(and, often, businessman) is dominated by men. The roots of this mismatch run
deep, and are difficult to overcome. This leads to the unchallenged repetition
of the cliché that women cook to make diners happy, while men do so driven
by legitimate professional ambition. Carme Ruscalleda has worked her entire
life to overcome this stereotype by example, cooking to be happy.
Another preconception is that there is such a thing as ‘feminine cooking’.
Do women really cook differently? Ruscalleda has always said that cooking
doesn’t have a gender. Nobody wonders whether there is a different masculine
sensitivity at the stove. Cooking is either good or it isn’t, irrespective of the
cook’s gender. However, women chefs do have some things in common:
mettle, tenacity and talent. Each and every one of them has fought hard to
win the right to impose their own particular creative personality in a hostile
professional environment. And they are aware that their efforts are helping
break down stereotypes. Luckily for us, things will be somewhat easier for the
future women chefs of the 21st century, but let us not forget that in the kitchen,
as in other areas of life, there is still much to be done to achieve true equality.

Next page: lists, in chronological order, the names of the 273 restaurants around the world
awarded three Michelin stars since 1931. Highlighted in white are the names of those run
by a woman, her name and the year the third star was awarded or retained by the women
chef (12 in total).

< INDEX
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Berger | Besançon | Mère Bourgeois (Marie Bourgeois, 1931) | Chalet du Lac | Charreton | Côte d’Or | Host. Chavant | Jouve | Mallet | Musée |
Parendel | Pernollet | Poste (Beaune) | Poste (Prémery) | Poste (Saulieu) | Rhône | St.Nicolas | Voizard | XX Siecle (Léger) | Chapeau Rouge | Chapon
Fin (Bordeaux) | Filet de Sole | France | Le Carillon | Chapon Fin (Bruxelles) | Midi | Morateur | Pourquoi Pas | Reserve | Sorret | Café de Paris | Château
Jacques Coeur | Comminges | Couronne | Europe et Angleterre | Foyot | La Tour d’Argent | Lapérouse | Larue | Lucas Carton | Mère Brazier (Luere)
| Mère Brazier (Lyon) (Eugénie Brazier, 1933) | Pyramide | Valentin Sorg | A l’Épaule de Mouton | Alain Ducasse Plaza Athénée | Ane Rouge | Chez
Paquay | Le Cinq – George V | La Côte d’Or (Bernard Loiseau) | Ermitage | Francotte | Mére Guy | Fouquet’s | Le silver grill | Auberge du père Bise
(Marguerite Bise, 1951) | La Bonne Auberge | Grand Vefour | Maxim’s | Poste (Avalon) | L’Ostau de Baumaniere | La Petite Auberge | Lasserre | Paul
Bocuse | Auberge de I’Ill | Barrier | Troisgros | L’Oasis | Villa Lorraine | Alain Chapel | Taillevent | Vivarois | Moulin de Mougins | Les prés d’Eugénie |
Archestrate | Boyer | Comme chez soi | Lameloise | Aubergine | Georges Blanc | Goudener Peflug | Le Gavroche | Tantris | Romeneyer | Esperance |
Jamin | Auberge du père Bise (Sophie Bise, 1985) | Waterside Inn | Gualtiero Marchesi (Milan) | La Côte St- Jacques | Zalacain | Bruneau |
Im Schiffchen | L’Ambroisie | Crocodile | Antica osteria del Ponte | Louis XV | Enoteca Pinchiorri (Annie Féolde, 1993) | La Tante Claire |
Pierre Gagnaire (St-Étienne) | Schwarzwaldstube | Buerehiesel | Racó de can Fabes | Gualtiero Marchesi (Erbusco) | Jöel Robuchon (Paris) |
L’Hotel de Ville | Residenz Heinz Winkler | Auberge de l’Eridan | Chez Nico at Ninety Park Lane | The Restaurant Marco Pierre White | Arpège |
Dal Pescatore (Nadia Santini, 1996) | De Karmeliet | Alain Ducasse (Paris) | Don Alfonso 1890 | El Bulli | Al Sorriso (Luisa Marelli
Valazza, 1998) | Jardin des Sens | Le Pont de Brent | Pierre Gagnaire (Paris) | Restaurant Dieter Müller | Michel Bras | Waldhotel Sonnora | La
Ferme de mon père | Alleno – Ledoyen | Guy Savoy | L’Arnsbourg | Martin Berasategui | Parkheuvel | Le Calandre | De Librije | The Fat Duck
| Loges de l’Aubergade | Hof Van Cleve | Régis et Jacques Marcon | Vendôme | Alain Ducasse (New York) | Jean Georges | La Pergola | Le
Bernardin | Maisons de Bricourt | Oud Sluis | Per Se | Sant Pau (Carme Ruscalleda, 2006) | Victor’s Residenz – Schloss Berg | Akelarre
| Astrance | French Laundry | Le Meurice | Le Pré Catelan | Maison Pic (Anne-Sophie Pic, 2007) | Amador (Langen) | Gästehaus Klaus
Erfort | Hamadaya | Joël Robuchon (Tokio) | Joël Robuchon (Las Vegas) | Kanda | Koju | L’Osier | Le Petit Nize | Quintessence | Restaurant
Bareiss | Sukiyabashi Jiro Honten | Sushi Mizutani | Aqua | Epicure au Bristol | Ishikawa | Lung King Heen | Masa | Robuchon A Galera |
Alain Ducasse at The Dochester | Auberge du vieux puits | Caprice | Chihana | Da Vittorio | Daniel | Easaki | Celler de can Roca | Hajime
| Hyotei | Kikunoi Honten | Kitcho Arashiyama Honten | Mizai | Sushi Saito | Tsuruya | Yukimura | 7 Chome Kyoboshi | Alinea | Araki |
Arzak (Elena Arzak, 2011) | Cá Sento | Kashiwaya | Komago | L20 | Nakamura | The Restaurant at Meadowood | Schauenstein | Sun
Tung Lok | Taian | Usukifugu Yamadaya | 8 Otto e Mezzo-Bo Bombana | Amador (Mannheim) | Chef’s Table at Brooklyn Fare | Eleven
Madison Park | Flocons de Sel | Fujiya 1935 | Gordon Ramsay (Clare Smyth, 2012) | Hertog Jan | Koan | Koryu | L’Atelier de Joël
Robuchon | La Vie | Michel Bras Toya Japon | Molière | Nukumi | Osteria Francescana | Ryugin | Sushi Tanabe | Sushi Yoshitake | Wa
Yamamura | Azurmendi | La Belle Epoque | La Vague d’Or – Résidence de la Pinède | Nakashima | Piazza Duomo | Quique da Costa |
Bo Innovation | De Leest | Diverxo | Gyoten | Kichisen | L’Assiette Champenoise | Restaurant Überfahrt Cristian Jürgens | Reale | Sagano
| Sushi Shikon | The Eight | Benu | Grace | La Bouitte | Makimura | Saison | Geranium | Jöel Robuchon (Singapur) | Kohaku | Maaemo |
Manresa | Cheval Blanc | T’ang Court (Hong Kong) | The Table Kevin Fehling | Yamazaki | Gaon | La Yeon | Lasarte | T’ang Court (Shanghai)
| Hanakoji Sawada | Le 1947 | Quince | Sushi Miyakawa | Frantzén | Le Palais | Lida | The Araki | Christophe Bacquié | St.Hubertus |
Àbac | Aponiente | Atelier | Coi | Inter Scaldes | La Maison des Bois Marc Veyrat | Ultraviolet | Atelier Crenn (Dominique Crenn, 2019)
< INDEX
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